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WARNING
CONTENT IN THIS TALK IS 
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AND UNCENSORED
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What can we do?

We have experience with mitigating 
unwanted activity on social networks!

For instance, we can detect bot activity in 
social media:

• It’s large-scale, synchronized, etc.

• We can build classifiers based on 
recognizable patterns (SynchroTrap, 
EvilCohort, Botometer, ...)
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What can we do? Really.

What about human activity?

• Human activity is less coordinated

• Characteristic traits stand out less

• We have a loose synchronization, common talking points, etc. 

And, we can’t take the fight on merely economic grounds

• Like for spam, fraud, etc.

• State-level adversaries have deep pockets!
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Online services do not exist in a vacuum

1. Looking at a single 
service at a time is 

not enough

2. ”Fringe” web communities 
play a crucial role vis-à-vis 

information weaponization
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/pol/ – Politically Incorrect Board

Extremely lax moderation 

Almost anything goes
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Anonymity & Ephemerality

Users do not need to register an account 
Anonymity is the default (and preferred) 
behavior 

“Some” degree of permanence and 
identifiability is supported 

Can enter a name along with their posts (no 
authentication though)  

Threads get “archived” after a while 
Actually all posts deleted after a week



Our dataset

A single newline-delimited JSON file 

3.5 years worth of data 
June 2016 - November 2019 

~3.4 million threads from /pol/ 

Over 134 million posts 

Augmented Data with: 
Google’s Perspective API 
spaCy Named Entities mentioned in each post



Hate Speech?

Crowdsourced dictionary 
Manually filtered a bit 

/pol/ by far most 
hate speech use 

/pol/      12% 
/sp/       7.3% 
/int/       6.3% 
Twitter  2.2%

or ?
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Google’s Perspective API
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Challenges of studying fringe communities

0. Actions not limited to the platform

1. Not your typical social networks (e.g., anonymous/ephemeral)

2. Knowing what they’re talking about is not easy

3. You might get attacked, doxxed, etc.
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Coordinated hate 
campaigns (“raids”)

Someone posts a YouTube link 
Maybe with a prompt like “you know 
what to do” 
YouTube video starts getting hateful 
comments 

If raid is taking place: 
Peak in YouTube comments while 
thread alive? 
/pol/ thread and YT comments 
synchronized?



Raids on other platforms (e.g., YouTube)
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Raids on other platforms (e.g., YouTube)
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Activity Peaks

14% of videos see peak 
commenting activity during /

pol/ thread lifetime

YT videos with peaks during 
4chan thread 

Determined via PDF of 
commenting timeseries 
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Synchronization
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Synchronization

Two series, second randomly shifted from first 
by 0.2s on avg
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Synchronization
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Two series, second randomly shifted from first 
by 0.2s on avg

Blue lines ! per-sample lag 
Red area ! density of the lags 
Peak of density curve = 0.2s 19
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Countermeasures?
Platforms implement reactive approaches

Mostly rely on feedbacks from the victims of the 
attacks and manual checks
 Moderators going through the flagged content

They rarely use fully automated checks to avoid FP

Inherently slow

21
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But… can we predict?

Yes, we can! 
Ensemble of classifiers 

determines the likelihood that 
a video will be raided with AUC 

up to 94%
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How do communities influence each other?
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The Pizzagate Conspiracy Theory

Data  
Provider

Theory  
Generator

Theory Incubators & Gateway 
to mainstream “world”

Large-scale 
Disseminator
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Idea…

Study the appearance of alternative and mainstream news URLs within the 
platforms

Build a sequence of appearance for each URL according to the timestamps 

Build a graph with the sequences
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Quantify Influence? Hawkes Processes!
Assume K processes  

Each with a rate of events (i.e., posting of a URL), called 
the background rate

An event can cause impulse responses 
Increases rates of other processes for a period of time

Confidence about the number of events caused by 
another event on the source process (weight) 

Reveals causal relationships

26



For Our Purposes…

Hawkes model with 8 processes 
One for each platform/community 
Distinct model for each URL 

Fit each model with Gibbs sampling 

Calculate the percentage of events created because of events happened in 
each of the other processes

27



How Communities Influence Each Other?

Twitter top influencers for alternative URLs  
o /r/The_Donald (2.72%) 
o /pol/ (1.96%) 
o /r/politics (1.1%) 
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o /r/politics (4.29%) 
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o /r/The_Donald (2.97%) 
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How Communities Influence Each Other?

Twitter top influencers for alternative URLs  
o /r/The_Donald (2.72%) 
o /pol/ (1.96%) 
o /r/politics (1.1%) 

Twitter top influencers for mainstream URLs 
o /r/politics (4.29%) 
o /pol/ (3.01%) 
o /r/The_Donald (2.97%) 

These seemingly tiny Web 
communities can really punch 

above their weight class when it 
comes to influencing the greater 

Web
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Memes are fun! 
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Memes in politics
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Memes in politics

Memes have become a popular, and 
seemingly effective, method to 

transmit ideology. 

Memes have been weaponized
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Memes processing pipeline

Data Collection 
(160M images)

Perceptual 
Hashing

Clustering
Influence 

Estimation 
(Hawkes)

Annotation site

Code for our analysis pipeline (and data) available at 
https://github.com/memespaper/memes_pipeline
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Examples of clusters
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Top memes per social network

4chan (/pol/) Reddit Gab Twitter
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How are memes shared over time?

Political Memes Racist Memes

2016 US 
elections Gab activity 

increase 2017

/pol/ 
constant 

share

Gab activity 
increase in 

2017
2nd US 

presidential 
debate
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Communities’ influence (racist memes)

/pol/ is most 
influential in terms 
of spreading racist 
memes
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Communities’ efficiency (racist memes)

If we look at the 
influence normalized 
to the number of 
memes posted, the 
The_Donald is most 
efficient in terms of 
disseminating memes
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What is a meme 
anyway?

It should meet two conditions: 

1. Shared by more than one 
user on social media 

2. Present at least one 
variation on social media
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What visual elements make 
a meme go viral?
1. Composition 
2. Subjects 
3. Target audience 

1. 2.

3.



Methodology

Twitter, 
Reddit, 4chan, 

and Gab

Collecting memes

Code Book

Labeling O(100) memes

Classifiers

Predicting virality

i) A viral meme.                      ii) A non-viral meme



TL;DR

• Composition and subject matters. A close-up scale, contain characters, and 
include positive or negative emotions may go viral 

• Random Forest achieves 0.866 Area Under the Curve (AUC), which can 
distinguish viral and non-viral memes from both fringe and mainstream 
platforms, such as Twitter and Reddit 

• See: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2101.06535.pdf
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Research Questions

• How do state-sponsored actors operate and evolve? 

• How does the behavior of state-sponsored trolls compare to random users? 

• More importantly, what was their influence on the Web with respect to the 
dissemination of news?

45



What are they posing as?
Nudging 
users to 

follow them

News 
accounts?

Trump 
supporters

46



Where are they allegedly posting from?
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What hashtags they shared?
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Do Russian trolls change their screen names?

9% of the Russian troll accounts changed their screen name 
Up to 4 times per account 

E.g., from “OnlineHouston” to “HoustonTopNews” 
Clear attempt to pose as local news outlet 

In our baseline dataset 19% of the accounts changed their screen name 
Up to 11 times per account
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Do Russian trolls delete their tweets?
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When did Russian trolls deleted their tweets?

One month 
before 2016 
US elections
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Influence

1K trolls caused 2.6% of all Russian 
state-sponsored news outlets URLs 
(i.e., RT) on Twitter’s 1%. 

1K trolls caused 0.6% of all other 
news outlets URLs on Twitter’s 1%.
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Main Findings

Differences in the use of the Twitter platform between trolls and random 
users 

Trolls seem to reset their “personas” by changing names and deleting tweets 

Particularly influential in spreading Russian state-sponsored URLs on Twitter 
and other platforms
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Manosphere
/ˈma-nə-sfɪə/ 

Web-based anti-feminist movements roughly focused on 
"men's issues,” which have seen significant growth over the 

past years

(Lily 2016)



The “black-pill” 
“... ugly, 'genetically inferior' men 
have no chance of getting laid (...) 
as women are assumed to choose 
based on looks rather than 
personality or effort.”

https://incels.wiki/w/Blackpill



Ideas espoused in the 
community are tightly 

linked to real world acts of 
misogynist terrorism



Provide a birds-eye view of the 
evolution of the Manosphere

Idea



Available @ zenodo.org/record/4007913

52 subreddits 
6 standalone forums 

835k users 
22M posts

Data



How has the popularity and the levels 
of activity of the different Manosphere 
communities evolved?

RQ
1
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Activity on Reddit



The Manosphere is dynamic! Older 
communities (MRAs and PUAs) are being 
overshadowed by newer ones (Incels and 

MGTOWs).

Takeaway #1



Has there been substantial migration 
of, or intersection in, users across 
communities?RQ

2
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X
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Migration Relative to Source =  
X

MRA @ Year i

Migration Relative to Destination =  
X

MGTOW @ Year i + 1

MRA @ Year i X MGTOW @ Year i+1 









Communities in the Manosphere are 
connected by members who participate in 
multiple communities and migrate between 

them.

Takeaway #2



Has speech become more toxic and/
or misogynistic over time?RQ

3



I hope this whore dies. 
She has no clue on what it 
means to have GAD and panic 
attacks. 
And I should know...

90%

Perspective 
API











Newer communities such as Incels and 
MGTOWs are increasingly more toxic.

Takeaway #3



TL;DR
Men’s Rights Activists

Pick Up Artists

Incels

MGTOW

● The Manosphere: Web-
based misogynist 
movements roughly focused 
on "men's issues,” which 
have seen significant growth 
over the past years 

● Older communities are giving 
way to more extremist ones  

● We observe a substantial 
migration of active users 
between communities 

● Newer communities are 
significantly more toxic
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Moving Forward
There are still many problems remaining in the 
broad space
We have made a lot of progress into gaining a 
quantitative understanding
We now need to deploy proactive systems in 
production 

Real time detection 
Actively fight weaponized information 
Policy 
Accountability
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Risks

We’ve spent a lot of time trying to measure jerks on the Web 
They are turning a really powerful technology into a cesspool

As researchers, our goal is to share what we learn 
We write papers; sometimes people even read them!

Unfortunately, this can attract some unwanted attention…
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From what we could 
determine, this image 
was produced by Daily 

Stormer users… 

A literal, non-satirical 
neo-Nazi community



Provided inspiration for new memes



Thank you!
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